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Hijikita: Revolt of the Body examines the life and work of Tatsumi Hijikata (1928–86), who
invented a revolutionary performance art and dance known as Ankoku Butoh, or “Dance of
Darkness.” The Butoh style of performance and movement premiered in Japan in 1959 and
developed in subsequent years in response to the student riots and the 1960s protest
movement. Hijikata is the supreme figure in the last half-century of Japan’s experimental culture,
and he remains a seminal and inspirational presence for Japanese artists, choreographers, film-
makers, musicians, and writers.Based on extended interviews with Hijikata's family and all of his
surviving collaborators, this is the only book to focus exclusively on Hijikata and his work,
including his interest in European art and figures such as Genet, Artaud, Sade, and
Lautréamont, as well as the Japanese Surrealist movement. It also provides a unique, in-depth
analysis of Japanese avant-garde culture of the 1960s—including film, visual art, and literature—
in direct relation to Hijikata’s performance pieces.Butoh and Hijikata’s performance art continue
to grow in popularity and appreciation around the world, and this text is the definitive study of
Hijikata and his radical art.“A brilliant and illuminating study of Hijikata and the Japanese avant-
garde”—Donald Richie

About the AuthorStephen Barber is a maverick cultural historian once described by the
Independent as “the most dangerous man in England.” He is the author of more than twenty
books, including Edmund White: The Burning World and Projected Cities: Cinema and Urban
Space. He currently lives in Berlin.
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Tokyo.INTRODUCTIONANKOKU BUTOH AND HIJIKATA'S DEATHThe first movement is death.
The human body can barely be seen, and has always eluded being written about. It is an infinite
mystery that creates its own language, lost at the periphery of vision, while simultaneously
grating its movements together from raw flesh. When the gestures of the body are torn and
fragmented to the extreme, another body emerges, interrogative of ecstasy, collapse, and
human obliteration. And its movements transform or annul the eye, as they transform and annul
the body itself. To write about such movements is an act of wilfulness. Tatsumi Hijikata wrote and
spoke about these movements, while spending an entire lifetime anatomising them, and called
them the projections of ‘Ankoku Butoh’: the ‘dance of utter blackness’, or, simply, ‘dark
dance’.Hijikata is the supreme figure in the second half of Japan’s twentieth century
experimental culture, and the most seminal and inspirational figure of that previous century for
innovative artists, choreographers, film-makers, musicians and writers working in contemporary
Japan. At the moment when Hijikata began his work, the history of Japan had ended: the human
body had been consumed into ashes at the close of the first half of the twentieth century, and
that history then rebuilt itself as though nothing had happened, when everything had changed.
And Japan had been torn open, as never before, to the vast rush of imageries, influences and
obsessions from outside itself: to Europe, and especially to the USA. Hijikata’s thirty-year-project
of intensive reformulation of the human body took place precariously, as a stamping on the
cracked surface over a void; it took place in Tokyo, during the decades in which the destroyed
city escalated from a swathe of horizontal debris to an immense megalopolis of vertical towers,



unprecedentedly wealthy, but simultaneously coursed by fracture-lines of riots and violent
unrest, generated by its upheavals. Hijikata never left Japan, and rarely even left Tokyo, from the
time of his arrival there in 1952, until his death in 1986; for over a decade before he died, he had
refused to perform, and had stayed-put in his studio in the Tokyo district of Meguro, negating
movement itself until it focused down to his own, endlessly prefigured and imagined death.
Inversely, the international impact and repercussions of his Ankoku Butoh performance art
expanded as his own body’s movements diminished; during the final years of Hijikata’s life, and
then in the subsequent decades, Ankoku Butoh increasingly seized the attention of artists
working worldwide, setting off virulent sequences of imageries, languages and corporeal
transformations, extending far from the domain of choreography, into digital art, music, and
performance. But such movements remained always bound in enthralment with the moment
between creativity and death.Hijikata’s own death came from comprehensive liver failure, after a
decade of concentrated whisky-drinking, on a ward of the Tokyo Women’s Medical College
Hospital, on 21 January 1986, at the age of fifty-seven. His death had not been sudden; he had
been working in his studio until the previous month, and then his body collapsed, leaving him
with several immobilised weeks in his hospital bed, moving in and out of consciousness. On the
final day, his friends assembled at his bedside, and helped him to sit upright.Then, he performed
his final act of Ankoku Butoh. One witness remembered Hijikata on the point of death: ‘This
gesture arose from his hazy semi-consciousness: he assembled the fingers of both hands and
formed the outline of a ball of paper within the empty space between those fingers, rolled the
ball on his chest and then wedged it delicately under his cheek.’ Another friend remembered the
characteristic final hand-gestures of a dying alcoholic – scrabbling blindly at the blankets
covering the chest – being suddenly transformed by Hijikata in the last moments of his life into
an infinitely nuanced set of choreographed gestures, sending human bodies into intricate
contortions with those fingers.In the year before his death, Hijikata had spoken of one of his
ambitions for what the performance acts of Ankoku Butoh would reveal to their audiences: ‘I
would like to have a person, who has already died, die over and over inside my body… I may not
know death, but it knows me.’(1) Before Hijikata’s body was cremated, one of his friends, the
photographer Eikoh Hosoe, recorded an image of Hijikata in his coffin, surrounded by bunches
of flowers; a photograph placed alongside the coffin showed his face vividly in the act of
speaking, fifteen or so years earlier, during the period when he had still been active in giving
performances. Hijikata’s face in death appeared aberrantly tranquil, his mouth open, his waist-
long hair combed back from his forehead. A cast was also made of his muscular, dancer’s foot:
the right foot, displaying an ovular, empty space between the big toe and the other
toes.Hijikata’s Ankoku Butoh formed a multiple excavation of death. Like his closest collaborator,
the dancer Kazuo Ohno, and the European writer he admired most, Jean Genet, Hijikata
conceived of his audience as being that of the dead. Not only the living bodies of the spectators
were there before him, but also the innumerable presences of the human figures who had
already died, but remained attached to the space in which Hijikata’s body was emanating the



acts or gestures of death. Jean Genet wrote in the 1960s of his desire for his theatrical work to
be performed in vast, derelict cemeteries, with the tower of the crematorium chimney looming
over the spectacle; the audience would flicker between the ranks of the living and the vaster
ranks of the dead. Hijikata saw his performance acts ricochet between his own body and that of
the bodies of his audience, who, apparently alive, had been engulfed by a power of death
(superficially, that of the full-tilt monstrosity of contemporary, consumerist Japan, but, more
profoundly, a power meshed into the vital substance of the corporeal itself), and now demanded
to be reactivated and resuscitated, for a moment, at least. While his own body carried death as a
latent spectacle to be revealed by gesture – that projection always imminent, and a membrane
away from exposure – the audience too exuded its own death, and as a result of that identicality,
it intimately attached itself to the fragments, convolutions and seisms of Hijikata’s body.That
body probed the possibility of a dance solely and uniquely constituted from gestures of death.
Hijikata used the movements of death with acuity, to pivot infinitely in time, around the fragile
moment of the body’s incipient disintegration; that moment might be explored with excruciating
slowness, but it remained a moment of suspended curtailment, always urgently imbued with
death.Hijikata’s movements of death worked to unleash the human body. Finally, Ankoku Butoh
itself possessed no origin, but death and the body did.CHAPTER ONEFROM THE NORTHThe
coastal north-western corner of Japan formed a wild and neglected terrain at the end of the
1920s, a world away from Tokyo. It was the marginal land known as Tohoku, which remained an
obsession throughout Hijikata’s life.Siberian winds blew in relentlessly across the Sea of Japan,
and the rural, peripheral zone of the Akita region was covered in thick snow for much of the year.
North of that region, the coastline of the main island of Japan, Honshu, ended in an axehead-
shaped peninsula; still further north, across the turbulent Tsugaru strait, the vast, volcanic island
of Hokkaido marked Japan’s northernmost point, and directly above Hokkaido, another volcanic
island, Sakhalin, at the eastern edge of the Soviet Union, ran vertically upwards towards
Magadan, where Stalin was then establishing his death camps. Akita faced outwards,
geographically and sensorially, towards the ocean and the East Asian mainland, rather than
inwards, towards Tokyo and its increasingly militaristic governmental power. Except in the
region’s main city, also called Akita, that frozen landscape of small villages was inhabited by
peasants who believed in an infinity of devils and gods, and held yearly riotous festivals which
punctuated the monotony of life in the north. The southern regions of Japan were too warm to
keep livestock, but northern Tohoku could support any animals or crops able to withstand its
savage climate. Its peasants were reviled or ridiculed by the metropolitan inhabitants of Japan.
By the 1960s, Tohoku would become the focus of a preoccupation in urban Japan with
supposed ‘authentic’ cultures and populations that had been able to escape contamination by
the consumerist, media-driven forces of the postwar country; but in the late 1920s, Tohoku was
nowhere.Tatsumi Hijikata was born as Kunio Yoneyama on 9 March 1928, in Asahikawa, an
outlying area of the coastal city of Akita. Although the vast majority of the population of the Akita
region lived in a state of destitution, Hijikata was born into a family who were among that region’s



more prosperous inhabitants. Hijikata’s father, Ryuzo Yoneyama, worked as a silk-worm
cultivator, and also ran a soba-noodle restaurant within the family’s large wooden house; he was
hard-drinking and often beat his family. He also entertained the restaurant’s customers with
vocal recitations of folk narratives; in that era, long before radio and television reached the
margins of Japan, the evenings focused on alcohol and stories. To increase the family’s income,
Hijikata’s father took in lodgers, mainly students, who often spoke to the attentive child Kunio
about literature and dance.Japan’s involvement in the Second World War began when Hijikata
was thirteen years of age, after a decade in which the militaristic country had been incessantly
seizing territory on the mainland, massacring millions of Chinese and other East Asian civilians,
many of them with chemical weapons, as part of that process of imperially-sanctioned
expansion. For the first time, the Akita region had become wholly subjected to Tokyo’s
imperatives, as a source both of young men to fight in the conflict, and of weapons manufacture
for its armies. At first, the war went well, with the capture of Hong Kong and Singapore, and the
Japanese population supported the conflict in delirium; then, the situation swung to the opposite
extreme, as the American forces decimated the Japanese navy, and began to dominate the air
space over Japan itself. Almost every major city in the country would be attacked from the air
and left in ruins by the time of the conflict’s end; Akita became the target of the very last
American bombing-raid, which completely destroyed the city’s Nippon Oil Company Refinery,
two hours after Japan’s surrender. In his mid-teens, during the war, Hijikata appears in
photographs in an outdoor landscape of ice and wooden buildings, surrounded by his uniformed
elder brothers; during this period, he was pushed down a flight of stairs in the course of a school
fight, and his legs were seriously injured; thereafter, one of his legs would always be shorter than
the other, ensuring that he could never become a conventional dancer.Three of Hijikata’s older
brothers took part in the war, and all three were killed. Their cremated remains were then
shipped back to Akita. By the final stage of the conflict, as the American forces advanced across
the Pacific ocean, from island to island, the death-rate of young Japanese soldiers was
exceptionally high, since they were not allowed to surrender; the Japanese forces had
overstretched themselves in their conquest of South-East Asia, and hundreds of thousands of
soldiers were left to starve during the chaotic retreat. Once Japan had been ruined and
defeated, the American forces occupied and governed the country for seven years. The only
reason Hijikata himself was never dispatched to be killed was because he was marginally too
young to be conscripted; he was only seventeen years of age when Japan finally surrendered to
the American forces, and had instead been assigned weapons manufacture duties at the Akita
Steel Corporation, where he suffered severe burns to his back in a fire. At the end of his life,
Hijikata wrote about his family in Akita and the vanishing of his brothers in the war: ‘Sometimes
when it gusts up north, the snow swirls around and the wind is just incredible… The snow drips
down and that’s how babies dripped from my mother. Eleven of them. And I was the last. The day
after having a baby, my mother was already back in the kitchen, washing dishes. With eleven
children, there are lots of older brothers and sisters for me. All my older brothers went into the



army. My dad has them drink sake from a sake cup, and maybe he said something like, ‘‘Do your
best’’, but I don’t really know. Then they all get red from drinking sake. They get that way
because they are all such serious big brothers. And when they come back there is sand in
funerary urns. They left red and came back sand. Ah, that thing which is form emerges as it
disappears; form becomes vivid in disappearing.’(2) A number of Hijikata’s sisters also
disappeared during his youth and the war years; he would often assert that they had been sold
into prostitution (as was the case with many young women from Akita during that period), and
that one of these accursed, lost girls later inhabited his body as a kind of phantom presence,
though, after his death, his wife Akiko noted that Hijikata’s sisters had actually left for other parts
of Japan for arranged marriages, in cities such as Kobe, rather than for lives of prostitution. In the
final decade or so of his life, Hijikata would endlessly engulf himself in memories of Tohoku,
fabricating and reconfiguring the elements of his childhood; he became the final child when, in
fact, he had been only the tenth of the eleven children.By the end of the war, and despite his
damaged leg, Hijikata had stubbornly decided that he wanted to become a dancer: an
experimental dancer. At that time, he knew of European and American experimental dance
almost solely from magazines, and he had soon exhausted the dance training available in the
city of Akita, including classes in German Expressionist dance. The entirety of Japan’s limited
experimental-dance culture was concentrated in Tokyo, and Hijikata spent a brief period there in
1949, expecting to be able to support himself while training as a dancer. But migrants from the
north were rapidly disabused of such expectations in the harsh metropolis, and poverty soon
propelled the homeless Hijikata back to the north. He remained in the Akita region for the next
three years, employed as a forestry worker; during that period, he gave his first solo dance
spectacle, at a cinema in Akita city, and also joined a group of dancers who toured the region,
performing in the open air for peasant communities. Hijikata finally decided to confront life in
Tokyo again, and left the north at the age of twenty-four, in 1952, the year in which the American
Occupation of Japan ended.Chapter TwoAsbestos And The Colour BlackHijikata formulated his
project for a dance form able to transform the human body and to intimate death, for almost a
decade, before he gave his first performances embodying that project, and began to speak of
his work, from 1960, as ‘Ankoku Butoh’. From the start, in Tokyo, that dance of ‘utter blackness’
resonated with Hijikata’s ambivalent nostalgia for the north. He missed the profound darkness of
the night skies of wintertime Tohoku, which accentuated the brilliance of the stars; in Tokyo, the
glow transmitted upwards by the colossal city of burning neon hoardings and street-light
illumination cancelled-out the blackness which he had been habituated to, and the stars were
invisible. But Hijikata was thinking of other blacknesses in naming his performance art. The
dance of darkness seized death, and engulfed death within itself; although white was habitually
the colour of death in Japan, Hijikata would overturn that.Black was the colour of the abyss of
the human body, which remained petrified and futile, in Hijikata’s perception; that body was
restricted to an unrealized and chaotic form, but had the potential to implode cataclysmically and
uniquely, in the act of gesture, with one instant of unrepeatable incandescence, to the point at



which it would terminally swallow all light. Blackness, for Hijikata, was also integrally the negative
charge of a multiple refusal: of the current state of the human body, of contemporary Japan, and
of the country’s moribund dance culture. Blackness echoed criminality, aberrance and
decadence, with reverberations of the translated nineteenth-century French poetry – Rimbaud,
Isidore Ducasse, Baudelaire – which Hijikata was beginning to read at the time, and also
encompassed sexualities at the margin or in the subterraneas of Japanese social life: not only
homosexuality, but also transvestism and transsexuality. Blackness also probed the effacement
of Japan, inversely mirroring the firebomb- and A-bomb flashes of its incinerated cities; both the
mystical whiteness of Japan’s imperial purity had been cancelled-out, and also the life-
sustaining redness of the rising sun (‘the meatball’, as wartime American soldiers had bluntly
derided it) on the flag of Japan, utterly subjugated to the flag of the USA during the postwar
years. Like many young Japanese of his age, Hijikata was passionate about American jazz, and
his insurgent dance of blackness attempted to articulate an oblique solidarity with the
segregated, oppressed black population of the USA which generated jazz’s outstanding
performers, despite their own total oblivion even of the existence of Hijikata’s performance art;
Hijikata became fascinated by the impudent attitude of the young black Americans he saw
carousing in the sex-club districts of Tokyo and the nearby naval-base town of Yokosuka. He
would also joke that the dancers of Ankoku Butoh were so poor that they could only train or
perform in darkness, after finishing their day-jobs, and that this was why he had conceived of a
dance of blackness.However, Hijikata himself only undertook day-jobs in the very early years of
his time in Tokyo, before devoting himself absolutely to his work. After arriving for the second
time in Tokyo in 1952, he took jobs by the day in the city’s dockside warehouses, and also made
money as a junk dealer; he nonchalantly undertook acts of petty crime, especially burglary and
theft, and was arrested and jailed on a number of occasions: ‘Rain fell, and I became a thief.’(3)
The city he had arrived in was no longer the same one that had repulsed him in 1949; although
Tokyo had been extensively fire-bombed in the closing months of the war, with enormous human
casualties in the civilian population, vast re-building work was well-underway by 1952, and great
coagulations of sex-clubs and drinking-venues were forming in the districts of Shinjuku and
Shibuya. During Hijikata’s earlier stay, three years earlier, Tokyo had still recalled the city of
ashes that can be seen in film footage taken in the months following the end of the war, in
August 1945, when a flattened, scorched-earth wasteland, containing almost nothing beyond
heaps of debris, had stretched westwards towards Mount Fuji and eastwards towards the Pacific
Ocean; survivors of Tokyo’s destruction spoke of that era as being literally the end of their
world.The occupying American forces, under the command of General Douglas MacArthur, had
imprinted a new landscape over the excoriated face of the city. Japan had been given a
constitution that revealed MacArthur’s own idiosyncratic aspirations for the country, and its god-
emperor Hirohito, tainted by his long-term involvement in Japan’s militarist expansion through
East Asia, had been temporarily de-deified. Film and performance cultures had been placed
under a regime of censorship which aimed to erase images both of Japan’s feudal history and of



the Occupation itself. Now, in the year of Hijikata’s arrival, the US Occupation of Japan had
reached its end, though a large number of Americans were staying on, populating the extensive
network of military and naval bases that had been established across the defeated country. And
Tokyo would remain, in many ways, an American-accented city. Much of the younger population
had learned English, and the Japanese language now contained a great number of English
phrases and inflections – though previous waves of linguistic enthusiasm for English and French,
especially in 1920s Japan, had already prepared the ground for that new element of language.
The music, films and sex of the USA now permeated the cities of Japan.creditsHIJIKATA:
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HIJIKATA'S DEATHThe first movement is death. The human body can barely be seen, and has
always eluded being written about. It is an infinite mystery that creates its own language, lost at
the periphery of vision, while simultaneously grating its movements together from raw flesh.
When the gestures of the body are torn and fragmented to the extreme, another body emerges,
interrogative of ecstasy, collapse, and human obliteration. And its movements transform or annul
the eye, as they transform and annul the body itself. To write about such movements is an act of
wilfulness. Tatsumi Hijikata wrote and spoke about these movements, while spending an entire
lifetime anatomising them, and called them the projections of ‘Ankoku Butoh’: the ‘dance of utter
blackness’, or, simply, ‘dark dance’.Hijikata is the supreme figure in the second half of Japan’s
twentieth century experimental culture, and the most seminal and inspirational figure of that
previous century for innovative artists, choreographers, film-makers, musicians and writers
working in contemporary Japan. At the moment when Hijikata began his work, the history of
Japan had ended: the human body had been consumed into ashes at the close of the first half of
the twentieth century, and that history then rebuilt itself as though nothing had happened, when
everything had changed. And Japan had been torn open, as never before, to the vast rush of
imageries, influences and obsessions from outside itself: to Europe, and especially to the USA.
Hijikata’s thirty-year-project of intensive reformulation of the human body took place
precariously, as a stamping on the cracked surface over a void; it took place in Tokyo, during the
decades in which the destroyed city escalated from a swathe of horizontal debris to an immense
megalopolis of vertical towers, unprecedentedly wealthy, but simultaneously coursed by fracture-
lines of riots and violent unrest, generated by its upheavals. Hijikata never left Japan, and rarely
even left Tokyo, from the time of his arrival there in 1952, until his death in 1986; for over a
decade before he died, he had refused to perform, and had stayed-put in his studio in the Tokyo
district of Meguro, negating movement itself until it focused down to his own, endlessly
prefigured and imagined death. Inversely, the international impact and repercussions of his
Ankoku Butoh performance art expanded as his own body’s movements diminished; during the
final years of Hijikata’s life, and then in the subsequent decades, Ankoku Butoh increasingly
seized the attention of artists working worldwide, setting off virulent sequences of imageries,
languages and corporeal transformations, extending far from the domain of choreography, into
digital art, music, and performance. But such movements remained always bound in enthralment
with the moment between creativity and death.Hijikata’s own death came from comprehensive
liver failure, after a decade of concentrated whisky-drinking, on a ward of the Tokyo Women’s
Medical College Hospital, on 21 January 1986, at the age of fifty-seven. His death had not been
sudden; he had been working in his studio until the previous month, and then his body
collapsed, leaving him with several immobilised weeks in his hospital bed, moving in and out of



consciousness. On the final day, his friends assembled at his bedside, and helped him to sit
upright.Then, he performed his final act of Ankoku Butoh. One witness remembered Hijikata on
the point of death: ‘This gesture arose from his hazy semi-consciousness: he assembled the
fingers of both hands and formed the outline of a ball of paper within the empty space between
those fingers, rolled the ball on his chest and then wedged it delicately under his cheek.’ Another
friend remembered the characteristic final hand-gestures of a dying alcoholic – scrabbling
blindly at the blankets covering the chest – being suddenly transformed by Hijikata in the last
moments of his life into an infinitely nuanced set of choreographed gestures, sending human
bodies into intricate contortions with those fingers.In the year before his death, Hijikata had
spoken of one of his ambitions for what the performance acts of Ankoku Butoh would reveal to
their audiences: ‘I would like to have a person, who has already died, die over and over inside
my body… I may not know death, but it knows me.’(1) Before Hijikata’s body was cremated, one
of his friends, the photographer Eikoh Hosoe, recorded an image of Hijikata in his coffin,
surrounded by bunches of flowers; a photograph placed alongside the coffin showed his face
vividly in the act of speaking, fifteen or so years earlier, during the period when he had still been
active in giving performances. Hijikata’s face in death appeared aberrantly tranquil, his mouth
open, his waist-long hair combed back from his forehead. A cast was also made of his muscular,
dancer’s foot: the right foot, displaying an ovular, empty space between the big toe and the other
toes.Hijikata’s Ankoku Butoh formed a multiple excavation of death. Like his closest collaborator,
the dancer Kazuo Ohno, and the European writer he admired most, Jean Genet, Hijikata
conceived of his audience as being that of the dead. Not only the living bodies of the spectators
were there before him, but also the innumerable presences of the human figures who had
already died, but remained attached to the space in which Hijikata’s body was emanating the
acts or gestures of death. Jean Genet wrote in the 1960s of his desire for his theatrical work to
be performed in vast, derelict cemeteries, with the tower of the crematorium chimney looming
over the spectacle; the audience would flicker between the ranks of the living and the vaster
ranks of the dead. Hijikata saw his performance acts ricochet between his own body and that of
the bodies of his audience, who, apparently alive, had been engulfed by a power of death
(superficially, that of the full-tilt monstrosity of contemporary, consumerist Japan, but, more
profoundly, a power meshed into the vital substance of the corporeal itself), and now demanded
to be reactivated and resuscitated, for a moment, at least. While his own body carried death as a
latent spectacle to be revealed by gesture – that projection always imminent, and a membrane
away from exposure – the audience too exuded its own death, and as a result of that identicality,
it intimately attached itself to the fragments, convolutions and seisms of Hijikata’s body.That
body probed the possibility of a dance solely and uniquely constituted from gestures of death.
Hijikata used the movements of death with acuity, to pivot infinitely in time, around the fragile
moment of the body’s incipient disintegration; that moment might be explored with excruciating
slowness, but it remained a moment of suspended curtailment, always urgently imbued with
death.Hijikata’s movements of death worked to unleash the human body. Finally, Ankoku Butoh



itself possessed no origin, but death and the body did.INTRODUCTIONANKOKU BUTOH AND
HIJIKATA'S DEATHThe first movement is death. The human body can barely be seen, and has
always eluded being written about. It is an infinite mystery that creates its own language, lost at
the periphery of vision, while simultaneously grating its movements together from raw flesh.
When the gestures of the body are torn and fragmented to the extreme, another body emerges,
interrogative of ecstasy, collapse, and human obliteration. And its movements transform or annul
the eye, as they transform and annul the body itself. To write about such movements is an act of
wilfulness. Tatsumi Hijikata wrote and spoke about these movements, while spending an entire
lifetime anatomising them, and called them the projections of ‘Ankoku Butoh’: the ‘dance of utter
blackness’, or, simply, ‘dark dance’.Hijikata is the supreme figure in the second half of Japan’s
twentieth century experimental culture, and the most seminal and inspirational figure of that
previous century for innovative artists, choreographers, film-makers, musicians and writers
working in contemporary Japan. At the moment when Hijikata began his work, the history of
Japan had ended: the human body had been consumed into ashes at the close of the first half of
the twentieth century, and that history then rebuilt itself as though nothing had happened, when
everything had changed. And Japan had been torn open, as never before, to the vast rush of
imageries, influences and obsessions from outside itself: to Europe, and especially to the USA.
Hijikata’s thirty-year-project of intensive reformulation of the human body took place
precariously, as a stamping on the cracked surface over a void; it took place in Tokyo, during the
decades in which the destroyed city escalated from a swathe of horizontal debris to an immense
megalopolis of vertical towers, unprecedentedly wealthy, but simultaneously coursed by fracture-
lines of riots and violent unrest, generated by its upheavals. Hijikata never left Japan, and rarely
even left Tokyo, from the time of his arrival there in 1952, until his death in 1986; for over a
decade before he died, he had refused to perform, and had stayed-put in his studio in the Tokyo
district of Meguro, negating movement itself until it focused down to his own, endlessly
prefigured and imagined death. Inversely, the international impact and repercussions of his
Ankoku Butoh performance art expanded as his own body’s movements diminished; during the
final years of Hijikata’s life, and then in the subsequent decades, Ankoku Butoh increasingly
seized the attention of artists working worldwide, setting off virulent sequences of imageries,
languages and corporeal transformations, extending far from the domain of choreography, into
digital art, music, and performance. But such movements remained always bound in enthralment
with the moment between creativity and death.Hijikata’s own death came from comprehensive
liver failure, after a decade of concentrated whisky-drinking, on a ward of the Tokyo Women’s
Medical College Hospital, on 21 January 1986, at the age of fifty-seven. His death had not been
sudden; he had been working in his studio until the previous month, and then his body
collapsed, leaving him with several immobilised weeks in his hospital bed, moving in and out of
consciousness. On the final day, his friends assembled at his bedside, and helped him to sit
upright.Then, he performed his final act of Ankoku Butoh. One witness remembered Hijikata on
the point of death: ‘This gesture arose from his hazy semi-consciousness: he assembled the



fingers of both hands and formed the outline of a ball of paper within the empty space between
those fingers, rolled the ball on his chest and then wedged it delicately under his cheek.’ Another
friend remembered the characteristic final hand-gestures of a dying alcoholic – scrabbling
blindly at the blankets covering the chest – being suddenly transformed by Hijikata in the last
moments of his life into an infinitely nuanced set of choreographed gestures, sending human
bodies into intricate contortions with those fingers.In the year before his death, Hijikata had
spoken of one of his ambitions for what the performance acts of Ankoku Butoh would reveal to
their audiences: ‘I would like to have a person, who has already died, die over and over inside
my body… I may not know death, but it knows me.’(1) Before Hijikata’s body was cremated, one
of his friends, the photographer Eikoh Hosoe, recorded an image of Hijikata in his coffin,
surrounded by bunches of flowers; a photograph placed alongside the coffin showed his face
vividly in the act of speaking, fifteen or so years earlier, during the period when he had still been
active in giving performances. Hijikata’s face in death appeared aberrantly tranquil, his mouth
open, his waist-long hair combed back from his forehead. A cast was also made of his muscular,
dancer’s foot: the right foot, displaying an ovular, empty space between the big toe and the other
toes.Hijikata’s Ankoku Butoh formed a multiple excavation of death. Like his closest collaborator,
the dancer Kazuo Ohno, and the European writer he admired most, Jean Genet, Hijikata
conceived of his audience as being that of the dead. Not only the living bodies of the spectators
were there before him, but also the innumerable presences of the human figures who had
already died, but remained attached to the space in which Hijikata’s body was emanating the
acts or gestures of death. Jean Genet wrote in the 1960s of his desire for his theatrical work to
be performed in vast, derelict cemeteries, with the tower of the crematorium chimney looming
over the spectacle; the audience would flicker between the ranks of the living and the vaster
ranks of the dead. Hijikata saw his performance acts ricochet between his own body and that of
the bodies of his audience, who, apparently alive, had been engulfed by a power of death
(superficially, that of the full-tilt monstrosity of contemporary, consumerist Japan, but, more
profoundly, a power meshed into the vital substance of the corporeal itself), and now demanded
to be reactivated and resuscitated, for a moment, at least. While his own body carried death as a
latent spectacle to be revealed by gesture – that projection always imminent, and a membrane
away from exposure – the audience too exuded its own death, and as a result of that identicality,
it intimately attached itself to the fragments, convolutions and seisms of Hijikata’s body.That
body probed the possibility of a dance solely and uniquely constituted from gestures of death.
Hijikata used the movements of death with acuity, to pivot infinitely in time, around the fragile
moment of the body’s incipient disintegration; that moment might be explored with excruciating
slowness, but it remained a moment of suspended curtailment, always urgently imbued with
death.Hijikata’s movements of death worked to unleash the human body. Finally, Ankoku Butoh
itself possessed no origin, but death and the body did.CHAPTER ONEFROM THE NORTHThe
coastal north-western corner of Japan formed a wild and neglected terrain at the end of the
1920s, a world away from Tokyo. It was the marginal land known as Tohoku, which remained an



obsession throughout Hijikata’s life.Siberian winds blew in relentlessly across the Sea of Japan,
and the rural, peripheral zone of the Akita region was covered in thick snow for much of the year.
North of that region, the coastline of the main island of Japan, Honshu, ended in an axehead-
shaped peninsula; still further north, across the turbulent Tsugaru strait, the vast, volcanic island
of Hokkaido marked Japan’s northernmost point, and directly above Hokkaido, another volcanic
island, Sakhalin, at the eastern edge of the Soviet Union, ran vertically upwards towards
Magadan, where Stalin was then establishing his death camps. Akita faced outwards,
geographically and sensorially, towards the ocean and the East Asian mainland, rather than
inwards, towards Tokyo and its increasingly militaristic governmental power. Except in the
region’s main city, also called Akita, that frozen landscape of small villages was inhabited by
peasants who believed in an infinity of devils and gods, and held yearly riotous festivals which
punctuated the monotony of life in the north. The southern regions of Japan were too warm to
keep livestock, but northern Tohoku could support any animals or crops able to withstand its
savage climate. Its peasants were reviled or ridiculed by the metropolitan inhabitants of Japan.
By the 1960s, Tohoku would become the focus of a preoccupation in urban Japan with
supposed ‘authentic’ cultures and populations that had been able to escape contamination by
the consumerist, media-driven forces of the postwar country; but in the late 1920s, Tohoku was
nowhere.Tatsumi Hijikata was born as Kunio Yoneyama on 9 March 1928, in Asahikawa, an
outlying area of the coastal city of Akita. Although the vast majority of the population of the Akita
region lived in a state of destitution, Hijikata was born into a family who were among that region’s
more prosperous inhabitants. Hijikata’s father, Ryuzo Yoneyama, worked as a silk-worm
cultivator, and also ran a soba-noodle restaurant within the family’s large wooden house; he was
hard-drinking and often beat his family. He also entertained the restaurant’s customers with
vocal recitations of folk narratives; in that era, long before radio and television reached the
margins of Japan, the evenings focused on alcohol and stories. To increase the family’s income,
Hijikata’s father took in lodgers, mainly students, who often spoke to the attentive child Kunio
about literature and dance.Japan’s involvement in the Second World War began when Hijikata
was thirteen years of age, after a decade in which the militaristic country had been incessantly
seizing territory on the mainland, massacring millions of Chinese and other East Asian civilians,
many of them with chemical weapons, as part of that process of imperially-sanctioned
expansion. For the first time, the Akita region had become wholly subjected to Tokyo’s
imperatives, as a source both of young men to fight in the conflict, and of weapons manufacture
for its armies. At first, the war went well, with the capture of Hong Kong and Singapore, and the
Japanese population supported the conflict in delirium; then, the situation swung to the opposite
extreme, as the American forces decimated the Japanese navy, and began to dominate the air
space over Japan itself. Almost every major city in the country would be attacked from the air
and left in ruins by the time of the conflict’s end; Akita became the target of the very last
American bombing-raid, which completely destroyed the city’s Nippon Oil Company Refinery,
two hours after Japan’s surrender. In his mid-teens, during the war, Hijikata appears in



photographs in an outdoor landscape of ice and wooden buildings, surrounded by his uniformed
elder brothers; during this period, he was pushed down a flight of stairs in the course of a school
fight, and his legs were seriously injured; thereafter, one of his legs would always be shorter than
the other, ensuring that he could never become a conventional dancer.Three of Hijikata’s older
brothers took part in the war, and all three were killed. Their cremated remains were then
shipped back to Akita. By the final stage of the conflict, as the American forces advanced across
the Pacific ocean, from island to island, the death-rate of young Japanese soldiers was
exceptionally high, since they were not allowed to surrender; the Japanese forces had
overstretched themselves in their conquest of South-East Asia, and hundreds of thousands of
soldiers were left to starve during the chaotic retreat. Once Japan had been ruined and
defeated, the American forces occupied and governed the country for seven years. The only
reason Hijikata himself was never dispatched to be killed was because he was marginally too
young to be conscripted; he was only seventeen years of age when Japan finally surrendered to
the American forces, and had instead been assigned weapons manufacture duties at the Akita
Steel Corporation, where he suffered severe burns to his back in a fire. At the end of his life,
Hijikata wrote about his family in Akita and the vanishing of his brothers in the war: ‘Sometimes
when it gusts up north, the snow swirls around and the wind is just incredible… The snow drips
down and that’s how babies dripped from my mother. Eleven of them. And I was the last. The day
after having a baby, my mother was already back in the kitchen, washing dishes. With eleven
children, there are lots of older brothers and sisters for me. All my older brothers went into the
army. My dad has them drink sake from a sake cup, and maybe he said something like, ‘‘Do your
best’’, but I don’t really know. Then they all get red from drinking sake. They get that way
because they are all such serious big brothers. And when they come back there is sand in
funerary urns. They left red and came back sand. Ah, that thing which is form emerges as it
disappears; form becomes vivid in disappearing.’(2) A number of Hijikata’s sisters also
disappeared during his youth and the war years; he would often assert that they had been sold
into prostitution (as was the case with many young women from Akita during that period), and
that one of these accursed, lost girls later inhabited his body as a kind of phantom presence,
though, after his death, his wife Akiko noted that Hijikata’s sisters had actually left for other parts
of Japan for arranged marriages, in cities such as Kobe, rather than for lives of prostitution. In the
final decade or so of his life, Hijikata would endlessly engulf himself in memories of Tohoku,
fabricating and reconfiguring the elements of his childhood; he became the final child when, in
fact, he had been only the tenth of the eleven children.By the end of the war, and despite his
damaged leg, Hijikata had stubbornly decided that he wanted to become a dancer: an
experimental dancer. At that time, he knew of European and American experimental dance
almost solely from magazines, and he had soon exhausted the dance training available in the
city of Akita, including classes in German Expressionist dance. The entirety of Japan’s limited
experimental-dance culture was concentrated in Tokyo, and Hijikata spent a brief period there in
1949, expecting to be able to support himself while training as a dancer. But migrants from the



north were rapidly disabused of such expectations in the harsh metropolis, and poverty soon
propelled the homeless Hijikata back to the north. He remained in the Akita region for the next
three years, employed as a forestry worker; during that period, he gave his first solo dance
spectacle, at a cinema in Akita city, and also joined a group of dancers who toured the region,
performing in the open air for peasant communities. Hijikata finally decided to confront life in
Tokyo again, and left the north at the age of twenty-four, in 1952, the year in which the American
Occupation of Japan ended.CHAPTER ONEFROM THE NORTHThe coastal north-western
corner of Japan formed a wild and neglected terrain at the end of the 1920s, a world away from
Tokyo. It was the marginal land known as Tohoku, which remained an obsession throughout
Hijikata’s life.Siberian winds blew in relentlessly across the Sea of Japan, and the rural,
peripheral zone of the Akita region was covered in thick snow for much of the year. North of that
region, the coastline of the main island of Japan, Honshu, ended in an axehead-shaped
peninsula; still further north, across the turbulent Tsugaru strait, the vast, volcanic island of
Hokkaido marked Japan’s northernmost point, and directly above Hokkaido, another volcanic
island, Sakhalin, at the eastern edge of the Soviet Union, ran vertically upwards towards
Magadan, where Stalin was then establishing his death camps. Akita faced outwards,
geographically and sensorially, towards the ocean and the East Asian mainland, rather than
inwards, towards Tokyo and its increasingly militaristic governmental power. Except in the
region’s main city, also called Akita, that frozen landscape of small villages was inhabited by
peasants who believed in an infinity of devils and gods, and held yearly riotous festivals which
punctuated the monotony of life in the north. The southern regions of Japan were too warm to
keep livestock, but northern Tohoku could support any animals or crops able to withstand its
savage climate. Its peasants were reviled or ridiculed by the metropolitan inhabitants of Japan.
By the 1960s, Tohoku would become the focus of a preoccupation in urban Japan with
supposed ‘authentic’ cultures and populations that had been able to escape contamination by
the consumerist, media-driven forces of the postwar country; but in the late 1920s, Tohoku was
nowhere.Tatsumi Hijikata was born as Kunio Yoneyama on 9 March 1928, in Asahikawa, an
outlying area of the coastal city of Akita. Although the vast majority of the population of the Akita
region lived in a state of destitution, Hijikata was born into a family who were among that region’s
more prosperous inhabitants. Hijikata’s father, Ryuzo Yoneyama, worked as a silk-worm
cultivator, and also ran a soba-noodle restaurant within the family’s large wooden house; he was
hard-drinking and often beat his family. He also entertained the restaurant’s customers with
vocal recitations of folk narratives; in that era, long before radio and television reached the
margins of Japan, the evenings focused on alcohol and stories. To increase the family’s income,
Hijikata’s father took in lodgers, mainly students, who often spoke to the attentive child Kunio
about literature and dance.Japan’s involvement in the Second World War began when Hijikata
was thirteen years of age, after a decade in which the militaristic country had been incessantly
seizing territory on the mainland, massacring millions of Chinese and other East Asian civilians,
many of them with chemical weapons, as part of that process of imperially-sanctioned



expansion. For the first time, the Akita region had become wholly subjected to Tokyo’s
imperatives, as a source both of young men to fight in the conflict, and of weapons manufacture
for its armies. At first, the war went well, with the capture of Hong Kong and Singapore, and the
Japanese population supported the conflict in delirium; then, the situation swung to the opposite
extreme, as the American forces decimated the Japanese navy, and began to dominate the air
space over Japan itself. Almost every major city in the country would be attacked from the air
and left in ruins by the time of the conflict’s end; Akita became the target of the very last
American bombing-raid, which completely destroyed the city’s Nippon Oil Company Refinery,
two hours after Japan’s surrender. In his mid-teens, during the war, Hijikata appears in
photographs in an outdoor landscape of ice and wooden buildings, surrounded by his uniformed
elder brothers; during this period, he was pushed down a flight of stairs in the course of a school
fight, and his legs were seriously injured; thereafter, one of his legs would always be shorter than
the other, ensuring that he could never become a conventional dancer.Three of Hijikata’s older
brothers took part in the war, and all three were killed. Their cremated remains were then
shipped back to Akita. By the final stage of the conflict, as the American forces advanced across
the Pacific ocean, from island to island, the death-rate of young Japanese soldiers was
exceptionally high, since they were not allowed to surrender; the Japanese forces had
overstretched themselves in their conquest of South-East Asia, and hundreds of thousands of
soldiers were left to starve during the chaotic retreat. Once Japan had been ruined and
defeated, the American forces occupied and governed the country for seven years. The only
reason Hijikata himself was never dispatched to be killed was because he was marginally too
young to be conscripted; he was only seventeen years of age when Japan finally surrendered to
the American forces, and had instead been assigned weapons manufacture duties at the Akita
Steel Corporation, where he suffered severe burns to his back in a fire. At the end of his life,
Hijikata wrote about his family in Akita and the vanishing of his brothers in the war: ‘Sometimes
when it gusts up north, the snow swirls around and the wind is just incredible… The snow drips
down and that’s how babies dripped from my mother. Eleven of them. And I was the last. The day
after having a baby, my mother was already back in the kitchen, washing dishes. With eleven
children, there are lots of older brothers and sisters for me. All my older brothers went into the
army. My dad has them drink sake from a sake cup, and maybe he said something like, ‘‘Do your
best’’, but I don’t really know. Then they all get red from drinking sake. They get that way
because they are all such serious big brothers. And when they come back there is sand in
funerary urns. They left red and came back sand. Ah, that thing which is form emerges as it
disappears; form becomes vivid in disappearing.’(2) A number of Hijikata’s sisters also
disappeared during his youth and the war years; he would often assert that they had been sold
into prostitution (as was the case with many young women from Akita during that period), and
that one of these accursed, lost girls later inhabited his body as a kind of phantom presence,
though, after his death, his wife Akiko noted that Hijikata’s sisters had actually left for other parts
of Japan for arranged marriages, in cities such as Kobe, rather than for lives of prostitution. In the



final decade or so of his life, Hijikata would endlessly engulf himself in memories of Tohoku,
fabricating and reconfiguring the elements of his childhood; he became the final child when, in
fact, he had been only the tenth of the eleven children.By the end of the war, and despite his
damaged leg, Hijikata had stubbornly decided that he wanted to become a dancer: an
experimental dancer. At that time, he knew of European and American experimental dance
almost solely from magazines, and he had soon exhausted the dance training available in the
city of Akita, including classes in German Expressionist dance. The entirety of Japan’s limited
experimental-dance culture was concentrated in Tokyo, and Hijikata spent a brief period there in
1949, expecting to be able to support himself while training as a dancer. But migrants from the
north were rapidly disabused of such expectations in the harsh metropolis, and poverty soon
propelled the homeless Hijikata back to the north. He remained in the Akita region for the next
three years, employed as a forestry worker; during that period, he gave his first solo dance
spectacle, at a cinema in Akita city, and also joined a group of dancers who toured the region,
performing in the open air for peasant communities. Hijikata finally decided to confront life in
Tokyo again, and left the north at the age of twenty-four, in 1952, the year in which the American
Occupation of Japan ended.Chapter TwoAsbestos And The Colour BlackHijikata formulated his
project for a dance form able to transform the human body and to intimate death, for almost a
decade, before he gave his first performances embodying that project, and began to speak of
his work, from 1960, as ‘Ankoku Butoh’. From the start, in Tokyo, that dance of ‘utter blackness’
resonated with Hijikata’s ambivalent nostalgia for the north. He missed the profound darkness of
the night skies of wintertime Tohoku, which accentuated the brilliance of the stars; in Tokyo, the
glow transmitted upwards by the colossal city of burning neon hoardings and street-light
illumination cancelled-out the blackness which he had been habituated to, and the stars were
invisible. But Hijikata was thinking of other blacknesses in naming his performance art. The
dance of darkness seized death, and engulfed death within itself; although white was habitually
the colour of death in Japan, Hijikata would overturn that.Black was the colour of the abyss of
the human body, which remained petrified and futile, in Hijikata’s perception; that body was
restricted to an unrealized and chaotic form, but had the potential to implode cataclysmically and
uniquely, in the act of gesture, with one instant of unrepeatable incandescence, to the point at
which it would terminally swallow all light. Blackness, for Hijikata, was also integrally the negative
charge of a multiple refusal: of the current state of the human body, of contemporary Japan, and
of the country’s moribund dance culture. Blackness echoed criminality, aberrance and
decadence, with reverberations of the translated nineteenth-century French poetry – Rimbaud,
Isidore Ducasse, Baudelaire – which Hijikata was beginning to read at the time, and also
encompassed sexualities at the margin or in the subterraneas of Japanese social life: not only
homosexuality, but also transvestism and transsexuality. Blackness also probed the effacement
of Japan, inversely mirroring the firebomb- and A-bomb flashes of its incinerated cities; both the
mystical whiteness of Japan’s imperial purity had been cancelled-out, and also the life-
sustaining redness of the rising sun (‘the meatball’, as wartime American soldiers had bluntly



derided it) on the flag of Japan, utterly subjugated to the flag of the USA during the postwar
years. Like many young Japanese of his age, Hijikata was passionate about American jazz, and
his insurgent dance of blackness attempted to articulate an oblique solidarity with the
segregated, oppressed black population of the USA which generated jazz’s outstanding
performers, despite their own total oblivion even of the existence of Hijikata’s performance art;
Hijikata became fascinated by the impudent attitude of the young black Americans he saw
carousing in the sex-club districts of Tokyo and the nearby naval-base town of Yokosuka. He
would also joke that the dancers of Ankoku Butoh were so poor that they could only train or
perform in darkness, after finishing their day-jobs, and that this was why he had conceived of a
dance of blackness.However, Hijikata himself only undertook day-jobs in the very early years of
his time in Tokyo, before devoting himself absolutely to his work. After arriving for the second
time in Tokyo in 1952, he took jobs by the day in the city’s dockside warehouses, and also made
money as a junk dealer; he nonchalantly undertook acts of petty crime, especially burglary and
theft, and was arrested and jailed on a number of occasions: ‘Rain fell, and I became a thief.’(3)
The city he had arrived in was no longer the same one that had repulsed him in 1949; although
Tokyo had been extensively fire-bombed in the closing months of the war, with enormous human
casualties in the civilian population, vast re-building work was well-underway by 1952, and great
coagulations of sex-clubs and drinking-venues were forming in the districts of Shinjuku and
Shibuya. During Hijikata’s earlier stay, three years earlier, Tokyo had still recalled the city of
ashes that can be seen in film footage taken in the months following the end of the war, in
August 1945, when a flattened, scorched-earth wasteland, containing almost nothing beyond
heaps of debris, had stretched westwards towards Mount Fuji and eastwards towards the Pacific
Ocean; survivors of Tokyo’s destruction spoke of that era as being literally the end of their
world.The occupying American forces, under the command of General Douglas MacArthur, had
imprinted a new landscape over the excoriated face of the city. Japan had been given a
constitution that revealed MacArthur’s own idiosyncratic aspirations for the country, and its god-
emperor Hirohito, tainted by his long-term involvement in Japan’s militarist expansion through
East Asia, had been temporarily de-deified. Film and performance cultures had been placed
under a regime of censorship which aimed to erase images both of Japan’s feudal history and of
the Occupation itself. Now, in the year of Hijikata’s arrival, the US Occupation of Japan had
reached its end, though a large number of Americans were staying on, populating the extensive
network of military and naval bases that had been established across the defeated country. And
Tokyo would remain, in many ways, an American-accented city. Much of the younger population
had learned English, and the Japanese language now contained a great number of English
phrases and inflections – though previous waves of linguistic enthusiasm for English and French,
especially in 1920s Japan, had already prepared the ground for that new element of language.
The music, films and sex of the USA now permeated the cities of Japan.Chapter TwoAsbestos
And The Colour BlackHijikata formulated his project for a dance form able to transform the
human body and to intimate death, for almost a decade, before he gave his first performances



embodying that project, and began to speak of his work, from 1960, as ‘Ankoku Butoh’. From the
start, in Tokyo, that dance of ‘utter blackness’ resonated with Hijikata’s ambivalent nostalgia for
the north. He missed the profound darkness of the night skies of wintertime Tohoku, which
accentuated the brilliance of the stars; in Tokyo, the glow transmitted upwards by the colossal
city of burning neon hoardings and street-light illumination cancelled-out the blackness which he
had been habituated to, and the stars were invisible. But Hijikata was thinking of other
blacknesses in naming his performance art. The dance of darkness seized death, and engulfed
death within itself; although white was habitually the colour of death in Japan, Hijikata would
overturn that.Black was the colour of the abyss of the human body, which remained petrified and
futile, in Hijikata’s perception; that body was restricted to an unrealized and chaotic form, but had
the potential to implode cataclysmically and uniquely, in the act of gesture, with one instant of
unrepeatable incandescence, to the point at which it would terminally swallow all light.
Blackness, for Hijikata, was also integrally the negative charge of a multiple refusal: of the
current state of the human body, of contemporary Japan, and of the country’s moribund dance
culture. Blackness echoed criminality, aberrance and decadence, with reverberations of the
translated nineteenth-century French poetry – Rimbaud, Isidore Ducasse, Baudelaire – which
Hijikata was beginning to read at the time, and also encompassed sexualities at the margin or in
the subterraneas of Japanese social life: not only homosexuality, but also transvestism and
transsexuality. Blackness also probed the effacement of Japan, inversely mirroring the firebomb-
and A-bomb flashes of its incinerated cities; both the mystical whiteness of Japan’s imperial
purity had been cancelled-out, and also the life-sustaining redness of the rising sun (‘the
meatball’, as wartime American soldiers had bluntly derided it) on the flag of Japan, utterly
subjugated to the flag of the USA during the postwar years. Like many young Japanese of his
age, Hijikata was passionate about American jazz, and his insurgent dance of blackness
attempted to articulate an oblique solidarity with the segregated, oppressed black population of
the USA which generated jazz’s outstanding performers, despite their own total oblivion even of
the existence of Hijikata’s performance art; Hijikata became fascinated by the impudent attitude
of the young black Americans he saw carousing in the sex-club districts of Tokyo and the nearby
naval-base town of Yokosuka. He would also joke that the dancers of Ankoku Butoh were so
poor that they could only train or perform in darkness, after finishing their day-jobs, and that this
was why he had conceived of a dance of blackness.However, Hijikata himself only undertook
day-jobs in the very early years of his time in Tokyo, before devoting himself absolutely to his
work. After arriving for the second time in Tokyo in 1952, he took jobs by the day in the city’s
dockside warehouses, and also made money as a junk dealer; he nonchalantly undertook acts
of petty crime, especially burglary and theft, and was arrested and jailed on a number of
occasions: ‘Rain fell, and I became a thief.’(3) The city he had arrived in was no longer the same
one that had repulsed him in 1949; although Tokyo had been extensively fire-bombed in the
closing months of the war, with enormous human casualties in the civilian population, vast re-
building work was well-underway by 1952, and great coagulations of sex-clubs and drinking-



venues were forming in the districts of Shinjuku and Shibuya. During Hijikata’s earlier stay, three
years earlier, Tokyo had still recalled the city of ashes that can be seen in film footage taken in
the months following the end of the war, in August 1945, when a flattened, scorched-earth
wasteland, containing almost nothing beyond heaps of debris, had stretched westwards towards
Mount Fuji and eastwards towards the Pacific Ocean; survivors of Tokyo’s destruction spoke of
that era as being literally the end of their world.The occupying American forces, under the
command of General Douglas MacArthur, had imprinted a new landscape over the excoriated
face of the city. Japan had been given a constitution that revealed MacArthur’s own idiosyncratic
aspirations for the country, and its god-emperor Hirohito, tainted by his long-term involvement in
Japan’s militarist expansion through East Asia, had been temporarily de-deified. Film and
performance cultures had been placed under a regime of censorship which aimed to erase
images both of Japan’s feudal history and of the Occupation itself. Now, in the year of Hijikata’s
arrival, the US Occupation of Japan had reached its end, though a large number of Americans
were staying on, populating the extensive network of military and naval bases that had been
established across the defeated country. And Tokyo would remain, in many ways, an American-
accented city. Much of the younger population had learned English, and the Japanese language
now contained a great number of English phrases and inflections – though previous waves of
linguistic enthusiasm for English and French, especially in 1920s Japan, had already prepared
the ground for that new element of language. The music, films and sex of the USA now
permeated the cities of Japan.
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SaintRoch, “Quire arresting. This book was the first one I read about Butoh, a dance form which
has inspired me since I saw Sankai Juku in 1982.THe story is arresting and some of the
concepts / ideas give lots of food for thought. It's a bit too dark for my own style but I was glad to
get this perspective and the background to the early development of Butoh. If one is interested
in Butoh it is important to get the early story, the beginning with Hijikata.”

Jennie C Portney, “Five Stars. Excellent read. Contextualizes Hijikata's work in the post-WWII
climate.”

Dave P, “Great resd, small book. Interesting and indepth read (considering the size of the book)
from the founder of butoh. The photographs were not the best quality, a little grainy, but
historically poignant”

Sandra Lester, “A fascinating book. I have recently studied this form of dance and Tatsumi
Hijikata the founder of Butoh and it is very interesting. A fascinating book about a fascinating
founder of a new dance style in Japan.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 11 people have provided feedback.
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